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"When the financial history of this era is written, it is fairly likely that historians will identify the onset
of the global economic crisis as 16 September, 2019. It was the first clear sign of the potential for a
violent unwinding of the massive speculative financial positions created by central bank meddling."
- Dr. Tuomas Malinen, Professor of Economics, Univeristy of Helsinki
"Soon the markets are going to discover that QE is permanent and that there’s never going to be a real
reduction in the balance sheet. I think we’re going to have a sovereign debt crisis. I think this is going
to end very poorly for people who have been enjoying the paper gains in this stock market bubble.”
- Peter Schiff, President of Euro Pacific Capital
“This is the most prosperous economy the world has ever seen, and it’s going to be
a very prosperous economy for the next 100 years.”
- Jamie Dimon, 60 Minutes Interview, November 10, 2019
“If something cannot go on forever, it will stop.”
- Stein's Law, Herbert Stein, Economist
"While Santa puts gifts under your tree...Jesus became our gift
and died on a tree...the cross."
- Anonymous Christmas Poem
Almost Christmas Eve Greetings to All,
As we close out this year, I will not be commenting on the political theater and drama that has seized
our nation. This is all noise and distraction from my usual themes; which primarily focus on the fake
economy, unsustainability of central bank mischief and perspective on metals. In this report we
will consider the hard data/charts, and the nascent "repo crisis" that is setting the stage for a turbulent
New Year. Yet, despite these dark times, the light of Christmas always provides us with hope.
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Central Bank Interventions & Economic Reality

In my research, we repeatedly hear that the central banks have merely postponed a financial
reckoning day, which should have occurred in 2008. This fact is near universal by now and it seems
that the Fed's "official mandate" is to keep the stock indexes elevated to new record highs. This has
caused the "wealth effect" and complacency for many, but the risks are getting greater. "Burgeoning
paper wealth has provided an attractive cover for increasing risk and fragility," says M. N. Gordon,
"Gambling on the market is much more rewarding than sacrificing short term gains to protect against
large, portfolio destroying losses. Why worry when the 'Powell put' is firmly in place should the
market stumble?" Indeed, but he warns that every bubble eventually finds its pin. As seen in this
chart, easy credit and low rates have allowed for corp buyback of their stocks (to inflate share prices)
while average households have declined (blue line). And this all started in precisely March of 2009.

Does this remotely look like a consumer-driven market? Hardly. And, now the Fed is even
resorting to QE4 (without calling it QE4). As Peter Schiff is quick to point out, when the "pin" finds
this bubble "...it is going to end very poorly for people who have been enjoying the paper gains in this
stock market bubble.” The longest monetary/market expansion in history is about to come to an end.
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These two charts provide a stunning example of the disconnect between economic reality and our
inflated stock indices. On the left is the S&P 500 Index and the ISM Manufacturing index. You will
notice that US manufacturing has steadily declined since December of 2018. One year ago, the Fed
intervened in a massive manner to further elevate stocks. In addition to corp buyback schemes, US
corps have now sold $10 trillion in corp bonds, and according to this study more than $4 trillion is
considered junk bond status and this threatens to blow up the corporate bond market. The chart on
the right measures the inflated global stock indices, while actual economic GDP has collapsed...and
that red line goes right back to the December swoon in 2018. One blogger refers to the stock market
as "the great unifer" because it is always the "popular subject of discussion." In other words, the daily
attention given to this single metric is extremely exaggerated! As seen below, the top 1% own as
many assets as the bottom 90%! Talk about inequality. A recent report states that "just 10% of the
US population owns roughly $91 trillion of all US assets, while half of the US population has virtually
no wealth, and if anything it is deeply in debt." This, my friends does not suggest a robust economy.

In her book, Collusion, Nomi Prins documents how the evil banksters rig the markets and other
crimes. The Fed is solely responsible for distorting economic reality on this scale in the US. Wall
Street analyst Sven Henrich now refers to this collusion by the Fed as a national security issue!
"Maintaining and expanding this bubble is now a matter of national security and it is directly managed
by the Fed. But now they, and other central banks, have no other choice and no other solutions. They
are trapped, and have trapped all of us, in a never ending cycle of debt expansion and ever lower rates."
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So there you have it. The evil banksters are trapped and we are all trapped with them! Central
bank interventions have trapped entire nations, and one writer says that the NY Fed has become a
"ghastly monster of its own creation." This is why G. Edward Griffin entitled his classic expose of
the Fed, The Creature from Jekyll Island (review HERE). The Fed has become so dangerous that two
researchers at the St. Louis Fed issued a paper last month stating that their own policies "can lead to
economic ruin!" Check it out HERE. But you will not hear any such concerns with the present
administration in DC. Nope. According to Trump's Director of National Economic Council, Larry
Kudlow (a former NY Fed employee and cocaine addict), the economy is strong and robust!

Kudlow might be smiling (or sniffing), but the facts indicate otherwise. The crashing data to the
left is nothing to smile about. Yet, we are told repeatedly in the FOX channel echo chambers that we
have the best economy...in US history! It takes a special kind of hubris to make these assertions. As
Brandon Smith recently quipped, "Economics is 50% math and 50% psychology." I like that. The
National Economic Council is a Psychological Operation (PSYOP), which "..are operations to convey
selected information and indicators to audiences to influence their emotions, motives, and objective
reasoning." All governments try to "thought shape" or create Group Think. In Germany they called
it the Reich Ministry of Public Enlightenment and Propaganda. At least they were not hiding their true
intentions! Today, we have the Trump Twitter account to enlighten us on a daily basis. My issue
with the daily news cycle is that so much is deceptive, fake and psychological that it has become a
fulltime job just to fact-check and sort it out each month. A good example is the always-hyped jobs
report released on the first Friday of each month. In November we were told by the BLS (BS) that
266,000 jobs were added to the economy. Is this true? Yes and no. Not included in Trump's tweet
was the fact that 41,000 GM workers returned to work after the strike. Oops. Another factor is that
firms are hiring temp workers for Christmas. According to another report, October saw a "43k slide
so "on net, the print was largely a wash between the two months." See how the game is played?
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Another factor that massively skews employment numbers is demographics. See that huge blue
bulge in this chart? That is the 75 million babyboomers! The fertility rate (new workers) has been
flat ever since. Since 2008, 300,000 babyboomers have been retiring and leaving the workforce every
single month. No wonder jobs are opening up, but they are not good jobs. A new study at Cornell
University reveals that since 1990, 63% of the jobs created are low-wage/low-hour jobs. They call
this the Job Quality Index and it is not pretty. Below is the steady decline seen since 1990.

And Yes: The red arrow is since Trump took office in 2017. This is the new "gig economy." This
is economic reality. This will not be reported in the financial media. But, I did find this chart below.
Two weeks ago, the Dept. of Labor published what they call a shocker. Turns out that jobless claims
jumped to 252,000. This was way above the 214,000 expected and when adjusted it reached 317,000
claims! This is the highest figure since Trump took office. This contradicts Larry Kudlow. Even
worse, CNBC reports that 60% of major firms will be reducing staff in 2020. So Happy New Year.
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See how maddening all of this is? Manufacturing is the lowest since 1947; broad unemployment is
actually 7% (twice what Larry says and closer to 20% according to Shadowstats); trade wars are
hurting the US; we are the most indebted nation in the world, and Fed interventions have kept the
stock market at nosebleed levels since 2009. Charles Hugh Smith rejects all of the happy talk.
"The happy story about debt-dependent capitalism is that thriving companies borrow money from
our wunnerful banks to invest in new factories, research, software development, etc., hiring millions
of top-notch people--top-notch!--at generous salaries to boost productivity and make the entire
nation wealthier...... Alas, it's all a fraud. What actually happens is banks 'invest' the
new money in faster High Frequency Trading (HFT) computers so they can skim even
more profit from the rigged 'markets.' Productivity increase: zero. Social benefits:
zero. Economic benefits to the nation at large: zero."

Perhaps I will hear back from some of you that I am being too hard on Trump. This is not a
partisan issue. As Peter Schiff says, there is also "fake economic news" and we are getting a load of it
these days. As a result I now have "Trump Exhaustion Syndrome" and this appears to be spreading.
The Office of the Presidency has been permanently damaged. Any kind of reckless behavior is now
acceptable. As Congressman Judd Greg (R-NH) notes, "the language of the basement has become
the language of the presidency. There is nothing uplifting about mimicking your opponents with
childish antics that would not be tolerated in a third-grade classroom, or calling those you dislike
coarse names that grind down rather than raise up the dialogue of the nation." I'm fairly sick of it and
wish Trump would step down and let Pence carry the ticket in 2020. HERE is a sampling of the
craziest things he said, wrote or tweeted in 2019, and not sure I can take another year...or five!?

The entire world is on an unsustainable path of fiscal ruin. According to the McKinsey Global
Institute total debt is $250 trillion, and this is 320% of global GDP! The US leads the way with $23
trillion in debt (plus the missing $21 trillion). In addition, we have over $200 trillion in unfunded
liabilities for the babyboomer demographics as noted above. You are not hearing this in any political
debate. Mish Shedlock asks how $250 trillion can be paid back? It can't be paid back, and thus we
are trapped in a never ending cycle of debt (credit) expansion as Sven Henrich noted. A reckoning
day is coming and "I expect an uncontrolled collapse of a major currency, debt market, or bank system
that cannot be funded," writes Shedlock. He traces our problems back to when Nixon decoupled gold
from the US dollar in 1971 and allowed the US to export inflation and run trade deficits. Herbert
Stein was an economic advisor to Nixon and was critical of floating the US dollar and saw a day when
the dollar would collapse. This has now become known as Steins Law: "If something cannot go on
forever, it will stop." America will not, and cannot, be great again. The Fed has become a ghastly
monster and it cannot go on forever. Same goes for all central banks. And that brings us to central
bank desperation as it relates to the very opaque and non-transparent repo market today.
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Central Bank Desperation & The Repo Market!

"When the financial history of this era is written, it is fairly likely that historians will identify the onset
of the global economic crisis as 16 September, 2019. It was the first clear sign of the potential for a
violent unwinding of the massive speculative financial positions created by central bank meddling."
- Dr. Tuomas Malinen, Professor of Economics, Univeristy of Helsinki
The above quote is rather specific, and ominous, that we have entered a global economic crisis.
And yet we are hearing very little in the financial press. Prof. Malinen adds that "we are staring into
the financial abyss." What is going on here? What is a repo market? The repo market provides
overnight liquidity ($1-2 trillion) for institutions, and Russ Martens explains it this way:
"The New York Fed’s repo (repurchase agreement) loan program began on September 17 when repo
loan rates spiked from approximately 2 percent to 10 percent – meaning either liquid funds were not
available to loan or the mega banks on Wall Street were backing away from lending to certain
counterparties. Repo loans are typically between banks, hedge funds and money market funds on an
overnight basis and are made against good-quality collateral. Since that time, the New York Fed has
been making these loans to the tune of hundreds of billions of dollars weekly."
Why did the rates spike on September 17th? Put simply, the banksters are not trusting their fellow
banksters! So the Fed has become the repo market - just look at the above chart! This is not normal.
The last time this happened was when Lehman collapsed in 2008! Martens is following this closely
and he has identified Deutsche Bank as the bank that is in trouble (like Lehman was). He writes,
"According to a 2016 report from the International Monetary Fund (IMF), Deutsche Bank is highly
connected to JPMorgan Chase, Citigroup, Goldman Sachs, Morgan Stanley and Bank of America as
well as other mega banks in Europe. The IMF wrote that Deutsche Bank posed a greater threat to
global financial stability than any other bank as a result of these interconnections – and that was when
its market capitalization was tens of billions of dollars larger than it is today. Deutsche Bank’s stock
closed yesterday at $7.38 – that’s down from $120 in 2007!" Read the full report HERE.
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Do you sense the desperation going on here while we are being distracted with political theater,
fake news and trivia? Deutsche Bank is the largest German bank, and the most systemically risky
bank in the world, and it is going broke!! According to annual reports, Deutsche Bank has only $15
billion in market cap verses $49 trillion in (notional) derivatives! In addition, they have been
criminally charged with all kinds of crimes and corrupt management. Just as Mish has predicted, the
trigger, or pin, that causes "economic ruin" will be the debt market, banking system, or both.

The repo market is not easy to fully understand. According to Martens, the Fed has provided
nearly $4 trillion dollars since September to Wall Street trading houses and Primary Dealers of the
Fed, and yet not a word in the NY Times! This policy is expected to continue into 2020, and it should
be noted that Deutsche Bank is among the privileged 24 Primary Dealers. There is no transparency.
Gata.org was told these recipients would not be revealed...for a full two years! Something very serious
is going on here, and the banksters don't want us to know as Mike Krieger has recently stated:
"As far as I know, we have no idea which parties are taking up this expanded central
bank funding. Think about how criminally insane that is. We have no idea if it’s driven by
a troubled institution like Deutsche Bank, hedge funds with over-leveraged trades, treasury
issuance, a combination of these factors, or something else. We don’t know because they don’t
want us to know, and they don’t want us to know because they don’t want the public
thinking or talking about it. It’s at times like these when the totalitarian nature of
central banking comes into crystal clear focus. What we have is government via
unelected, unaccountable bankers."

I will be following this in the coming weeks, and we just might have a Lehman event in 2020. It
certainly appears that we are having a massive liquidity problem in the capital markets and the Fed is
intervening as if we have a national security issue on our hands?! This is the crazy world that the
central banks have created, and perhaps no surprise that they are buying historic amounts of gold as
Stein's Law comes to bear on their unsustainable schemes, tricks, manipulations and fraud:
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To summarize, central banksters have pretty much ruined our world, and especially since 2008 in
their effort to "paper over" the crisis as the McKinsey Global Institute has documented above. This
"collusion" on a global scale can best be summed up with Ecclesiastes 10:19: "Money is the answer to
everything." Of course today, this is not a reference to real money (gold and silver), but fiat paper and
digital entries (legerdemain); and this recent episode with the repo market is a prime example. All of
this mischief is leading to a fiscal/monetary crisis and a monetary reset that I cover in my book and
my last newsletter. In the meantime, stocks are hitting all-time highs while global GDP is declining,
and this is sending a rather mixed signal to the masses subjected to a "fake economic news" (psyop)
from Fox, NEC and Trump tweets. This kind of "thought shaping" has created a normalcy bias that
resists "...any factual information that might suggest otherwise" (LINK at my website). The only way
to escape the normalcy bias is situational awareness. The evil banksters have this awareness, and it is
known as Exter's Pyamid as seen below. Economist John Exter created an inverted pyramid of
asset classes based on risk, with all paper assets (wealth effect) at the top and gold at the very bottom:

This is what the banksters know, while they are desperately suppressing the paper price of gold (and
silver) through the London Bullion Market Association (LBMA) and NY Comex (Crimex). As you
can see below, the LBMA annually trades 15,000 times more gold than they actually have! This is
called a paper derivative and someday Stein's Law will put a stop to this 'musical chair game' and end
in massive delivery defaults at the LBMA and Crimex and this will cause gold and silver to soar.
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A couple of weeks ago, the Dutch bank ABN-Amro rather candidly commented on the fraudulent
mechanism to price gold with paper derivatives rather than genuine supply and demand fundamentals.
They conclude that someday these paper contracts will be worthless when compared to physical gold.
"If the physical gold price broke free of the paper gold price and there were two gold prices,
the international paper gold price (which is established by fractional-reserve OTC London
unallocated trading and COMEX gold derivatives trading) would go to zero, as unbacked
products and transactions would trade at values reflecting that they are not backed
by any gold, as well as the death of demand for those products. In contrast, the
physical gold price would rise dramatically as its price would break
free of the influence of synthetic products and derivatives."

And the same can be said of silver, but probably more so! In the past year, the Dept. of Justice and
FBI have busted several traders at JP Morgan Chase for manipulating the silver market. This comes
as no surprise. In 2008, JP Morgan acquired failed Bear Stearns and this included their naked short
on silver at Crimex. This deceptive practice has continued, and since 2011 they have not had a single
losing trade on silver (impossible) while they have amassed 900,000,000 ounces of physical silver!
This gives collusion a whole new meaning! In November 2018, a one John Edmonds was busted for
"spoofing" the silver market - a practice of placing trades and pulling out to fake other traders and
make profits. He is facing hard time along with Christian Trunz, Corey Flaum, Gregg Smith, Christian
Jordan and a dozen other traders at JP Morgan. In July 2019, the DOJ charged Michael Nowak, the
head of trading at JP Morgan with a "...massive, multiyear scheme to manipulate the market for
precious metals futures contracts and defraud market participants." The DOJ used the RICO statutes
that are used to bring down crime syndicates like the mafia! Wall Street analyst Russ Martens asks if
Jamie Dimon will finally lose his job for racketeering charges? Read his text HERE. JP Morgan's
'mob boss' might be bullish on the US economy (p. 1), but he is hedging with enough silver to profit
when everything implodes. Silver expert Ted Butler has been covering this crime scene, and argues
that the DOJ, FBI, CFTC need to go beyond "spoofing" and indict JP Morgan for naked shorting the
paper derivatives to acquire silver on the cheap - read HERE. Butler concludes with this advice:
"This business about JPMorgan buying up more physical silver than ever seen in history is not
known to most people. JPMorgan has been buying massive amounts of physical silver for eight
years now. As the kingpin of the silver and gold markets, JPMorgan is now positioned to make an
absolute fortune on higher prices. People should do the same thing that JPMorgan is
doing. They would also have a chance to make a fortune."

If you have silver hang on. If you don't buy it now . Silver is the most undervalued asset in the
world, and has no place to go but UP. Let us now conclude with the real meaning of Christmas.
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Jesus Christ: Our Hope & Light of the World!

A

t this special time of year, we give and receive many nice gifts and enjoy the time spent with
family and friends. The Bible says that “Every good thing bestowed, and every perfect gift is
from above, coming down from the Father of lights” (Jas. 1:17). This not only speaks of
God’s providence to bring good things into our lives, it also speaks of the greatest gift of all by sending
His Son (Jn. 3:16). Paul responds, “Thanks be to God for His indescribable gift!” (2 Cor. 9:15).
When Jesus came the first time, He fulfilled over 300 Old Testament prophecies including this one
from Isaiah 9:2, “The people who were sitting in darkness saw a great light…upon them a light
dawned” (Mt. 4:16). Jesus was that great light, but He would later say, “the light has come into the
world, but men loved the darkness rather than the light, for their deeds were evil” (Jn. 3:19). This is
the human condition today. This is what happens when people reject the light and live in darkness. In
both the Old and New Testament, the motif of light and darkness is a metaphysical reference to
good and evil, and an ethical distinction between that which is morally right and wrong. God created
light out of darkness in Genesis 1:3. “God is light” (1 Jn. 1:5) and He dwells in “unapproachable
light” (1 Tim. 6:16). Jesus said He was “the light of the world” (Jn. 8:12), and everyone who believes
in Him are “sons of light” (Jn. 12:36; Eph. 5:8) and will “not remain in darkness” (Jn. 12:46). The
Devil is known as the “Prince of darkness” (Jn. 12:31; Eph. 2:2), and Jesus said He came to “destroy
the works of the Devil” (1 Jn. 3:8). This battle between light and darkness will continue until Jesus
returns, but we can be sure of the outcome. As we celebrate His first coming to redeem us, let us be
mindful that He is returning as the “King of kings” (Rev. 19:16). Jesus is better than Santa.

Why Jesus is Better than Santa
Santa lives at the North Pole...
JESUS is everywhere.
Santa rides in a sleigh...
JESUS rides on the wind and walks on the water.
Santa comes but once a year...
JESUS is an ever present help.
Santa fills your stockings with goodies...
JESUS supplies all your needs.
Santa comes down your chimney uninvited...
JESUS stands at your door and knocks, and then enters your
heart when invited.
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You have to wait in line to see Santa...
JESUS is as close as the mention of His name.
Santa lets you sit on his lap...
JESUS lets you rest in His arms.
Santa doesn't know your name, all he can say is "Hi little boy or girl, what's your name?"...
JESUS knew our name before we were born.
Santa has a belly like a bowl full of jelly...
JESUS has a heart full of love
All Santa can offer is HO HO HO...
JESUS offers health, help and hope.
Santa says "You better not cry"...
JESUS says "Cast all your cares on me for I care for you."
Santa's little helpers make toys...
JESUS makes new life, mends wounded hearts, repairs broken homes and builds mansions.
Santa may make you chuckle but...
JESUS gives you joy that is your strength.
While Santa puts gifts under your tree...
JESUS became our gift and died on a tree...the cross.
We need to put Christ back in CHRISTmas, Jesus is still the reason for the season!

Conclusion. Jesus enters our hearts when He is invited (Jn. 3:16). I trust you have done that and I
have more Good News at THIS LINK for you. After a recent interview on Coast to Coast, I got an
email saying I was too negative (about Trump, economy, etc.). I say we need "situational awareness"
to break out of the normalcy bias/matrix as Mish Shedlock also shares on C2C. We also need to
have situational awareness about sin and salvation and the real meaning of Christmas. Steins' Law
also applies to this present evil, corrupt, and sinful world. The evil darkness of this world will not go
on forever. It will stop when Jesus returns as King of kings. This is why Jesus is better than Santa.
Jesus became our gift and died on a tree...the cross. We can really have a Merry Christmas when
we embrace this wonderful and timeless truth. Here's wishing you a meaningful Christmas and a safe
New Year as we anticipate some major changes in our world and global economy in 2020. I will be
back next month, and in the meantime I encourage you to forward this to family and friends.

Until Next Time, Your Messenger from Pinetop
www.idpconsultinggroup.com

FAIR USE NOTICE: This newsletter contains copyrighted material the use of which has not always been
specifically authorized by the copyright owner. We are making such material available in our efforts to advance
better understanding of geopolitics, macroeconomics and metals markets. We believe this constitutes a ‘fair
use’ of any such copyrighted material as provided for in section 107 of the US Copyright Law. In accordance
with Title 17 U.S.C. Section 107, the material in this monthly newsletter is distributed for educational purposes.
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